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Towards a Handbook

Coastal Wetlands 
Governance  

‘In order to achieve preservation of the coastal and 
island wetlands of high ecological values in the 
Mediterranean, a set of supporting actions needs to be 
delivered, ensuring enabling environment for the 
sustainable conditions and uses of coastal ecosystems.

These are to be done through the mechanisms of the 
good, effective and equitable governance’. MAVA



The need for governance

Designations and labels alone are not enough to provide protection and sustainable 
management that these sites need and deserve 
That task falls to a complex mix of national and local politicians, officials, community groups and 
organisations, NGOs, advocacy groups, volunteers and, not least, increasingly well-educated and 
demanding citizens

Coastal wetlands have become the focus of intense Mediterranean policy attention  
Including, for example land-sea interactions (LSIs) expressed through the Integrated Coastal Zone 
Management (ICZM) Protocol, the Mediterranean Strategy for Sustainable Development, and 
others. The management of the coastal wetland must now be integrated with its neighbouring 
coast, marine waters, and its wider catchment

Increasing democratisation  
Now, governance is about inclusiveness, bringing diverse 
interests and sectors together to achieve a common vision



A model for governance?
There is no single model, no ‘one-size-fits-all’ governance solution - but the basic 
recipe of bringing people together in a common purpose is universal.

The Handbook will:

• Condense the cycle of governance into a simple, universally applicable roadmap - one that 
allows the user to measure, shape and report progress over time, to build a shared vision, and 
to plan the way forward 

• Provide a process designed for use both on coastal wetlands with a long history of 
collaborative governance or by newly designated sites 

• Be used to test and review existing arrangements or to design new ones

Rather than oppressive and 
mechanical, the Handbook’s 3 stage 

governance process is designed to be 
creative  and innovative



The handbook can be used as a rapid, self-assessment tool to identify your status quo 
– using downloadable forms to complete and save 

An innovative Vitality and Adaptivity Scorecard’ is also provided for those seeking to 
address and measure more rarified dimensions of governance – vitality and excellence

A planning tool to identify actions and next steps, and priorities

Easy to use, and downloadable

Finally, Practical Tips - based on the real-world governance experience - to help users 
design the way forward for the governance of their wetland


